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40

What services are required for the FPS/PPS Safe Care evidence-based home visiting model? Are they on
the list in the box on top of page 51 under Safe Care Required Services & Delivery or are they the required
services #1-5 listed on bottom of page 50. Or both?
The requirements for FPS/PPS evidence-based home visiting models are identified in the box at the top of
page 51. Two additional services besides those listed in the box are also required (recommended additional
services are on page 53, but you are not limited to these).
The requirements at the bottom of page 50 are for all other FPS/PPS programs (not the home visiting
models).

41

Is it ok to submit two proposals under the same service model?
You may submit more than one proposal under the same service model if you can demonstrate that they are
distinct, separate programs (serve different populations, serve different service areas, or some other
distinguishing factor).

42

My scanner does not have a dpi option of 150. The only options that I have close to that range are 100 or
200. When I scan in 100 it is not very legible, so is 200 dpi acceptable?
Yes, make sure the documents are legible for the review team to read easily.

43

Can you please clarify whether the Nurturing Parenting Program will fit under “Parent Education Classes” for
our supervised visitation families?
Yes, Nurturing Parenting is an evidence-based curriculum that is eligible for all PSSF service models.

44

On the Services form, can we identify participants in a general way such as “all families enrolled in the
program during the first year of service provision”?
Try to be specific so the review team will have a good idea of who is participating in each service. For
example, a parent education group may be only for participants with a certain score on a parenting
assessment. Or a life skills session may include both parents and teens.

45

When asked to list a Volunteer Supervisor on the Services Form, if we do not use volunteers do you still
need the agency’s volunteer supervisor here?
If you do not use volunteers to provide PSSF services, then you do not need to list the agency's volunteer
supervisor on the Services form.

46

This is a SafeCare question. I see that in the additional services section, life skills is not included. We are
currently providing life skills and find it an extremely helpful service to our clients. May I also include life skills
in addition to our two other additional services?
Yes, you may include another service that is beneficial to your target population and supports the desired
outcomes.

